
This talk will propose Three Practical (but somewhat painful) ways to address the 
pervasive problem of BIAS in observational studies. 

While I will be discussing some rather technical issues and referencing some 
technical jargon, I will try to keep the discussion general and avoid technical fine-
points / details.

Another possible take-away from this session is that health services researchersAnother possible take-away from this session is that health services researchers 
should consider using data simulation techniques to develop much more realistic 
assessments of the reliability of findings from alternative methodologies for analysis 
of observational data.  These more-realistic insights are badly needed when 
evaluating health outcomes research and formulating health policy.  Here I will use a 
simulated dataset to illustrate the frailty of Instrumental Variables methods.
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The HPN Competition focuses on prediction of hospital days for a wide variety of 
patients with multiple co-morbid conditions over successive years.

Notes for Slide 3 start on the next page. Some final notes for Slide 3 are here
due to lack of space theredue to lack-of-space there.

For head-to-head comparisons, randomization is a reasonable “study design” tool 
only when patients are relatively homogeneous (interchangeable) …or have been 
pre-classified into distinct strata, each with this same property.

When patients are heterogeneous, observational data for head-to-head 
comparisons can be just as good (or better than) that from RCTs …as long as the 
same great care is exercised in collecting data on relevant patient baseline 
characteristics and resulting outcomes.  Patient stratification (“local” analysis) then 
becomes a key analysis tool rather than an initial design tool.  
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All patients who qualify for study clearly have something in common: the 
disease or condition for which both treatments are prescribed.  These studies can 
be done within patient registries where information on clinical outcomes is also 
gathered.

When health care claims data are used, researchers attempt to reconstruct 
“episodes of care” and form rectangular “analytical files” with rows representing 
patients and columns containing variables that describe those disease episodes.  
Such claims-based studies may be viewed as being cross-sectional rather than 
longitudinal …but some explanatory X-variables may represent long-term 
summaries of treatment choices and/or patient responses.

Most importantly, because patients were not randomly / “fairly” assigned to p y p y y g
treatment, it is essential for patient X-characteristics measuring disease severity 
and/or patient frailty to be present to “recognize and adjust for” pre-treatment 
imbalances …i.e. to make fair comparisons.

The OMOP initiative did not focus on studies of this relatively simple type.  
The main observational research “safety monitoring” issues that OMOP did address y g
are much more complex and difficult than this.  It is quite unfortunate if health policy 
makers believe that OMOP’s findings about drug safety / surveillance methods 
apply to all types of observational studies.
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BIAS: Nonrandom (long-term) difference between an estimate and the true value of 
the target parameter.  Also termed Systematic Error or Invalidity of a Statistical 
Method (e.g. step-wise regression selection.)

Global, parametric models for observational data have particularly questionable 
validity due to the wide variety of patient subtypes included in the analysis.  
Furthermore, experience has suggested that law-like-relationships are rarely seen 
among health care variables …i.e. much lower model R-square statistics. 

Example of an Untestable Assumption: Instrumental Variables ==> all effects are 
attributable to treatment.

Missing Variables > Genetic Metabolic Ph siological Sociological Beha ioralMissing Variables ==> Genetic, Metabolic, Physiological, Sociological, Behavioral, 
Risk Perception

Confounding ==> Unequal Exposure of Patients (Comorbid Conditions and their 
Treatments, Competing Risks)

Selection ==> Unequal Sampling of Patient Subtypes

Given presence of all these biases, valid statistical analyses are, almost by 
definition, sensitivity analyses.
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Directed Acyclic Graphs: no complete cycles allowed because nothing can cause 
itself  …right?  These pictures may be extremely helpful, but the terminology (from 
computer science, expert systems, robotics & artificial intelligence) is quite esoteric.

An Economist would say that the problem of estimating treatment effects for 
observational data is not “identified“ (is insoluble) and would feel compelled to make 
more-and-more assumptions until a solution becomes available.

Is an expected difference in outcomes over all patients taking one of the two 
treatments (union of patients) or only those patients with characteristics suggesting 
that they are willing to choose between them (intersection of patient populations, 
common support.) 

The right-hand-side of a regression model equation is the “business end” where 
bias can be introduced via unrealistic assumptions.  Conditional inference based 
upon patient subgroups can be done quite differently from traditional regression 
model fitting.

M t i ti t d ’t t t d it th t th h ld b d i d tiMost scientists don’t want to admit that they should be doing and reporting 
extensive Sensitivity Analyses to more realistically quantify the uncertainty in their 
findings.
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So, here is the reality of Observational Data Analyses !!!
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Apparently, health outcomes researchers do not yet widelyApparently, health outcomes researchers do not yet widely 
recognize how important an issue heterogeneity in patient 
response really is!!!

NOTE: Osler quote from Kaplan et al. (2010) “Who Can Respond to 
Treatment?” Medical Care • Volume 48, Number 6 Suppl 1, June 
…on CER.
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Global Parametric Models: Multivariable Regression Models (Covariate Adjustment), 
Heckman Selection Models (Inverse Mills Ratios), Simultaneous Equations Models 
(Causal Diagrams), …

Multilevel Models: Divide patients up in pre-known ways using their baseline X-
characteristics.

Subgroup (Cell Mean) Models:  Use all known patient X-characteristics (discrete or 
continuous) only to determine which patients are most like which other 
patients.  Analyses within and across the resulting subgroups thus tend to be non-
parametric, such as Nested ANOVAs.  Such analyses tend to be robust in the 
narrow sense that they do not make any particularly strong or clearly unrealistic 
assumptions.p
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There are many alternative ways to define or describe them.  Here, subgroups of 
patients are assumed to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

Patents within a single subgroup are to either [1] have some common 
characteristic(s) or else [2] be as similar as possible.

Patents in all other subgroups are to either [1] NOT have that/those characteristic(s)Patents in all other subgroups are to either [1] NOT have that/those characteristic(s) 
or else [2] be as dissimilar as possible from the patients in the given subgroup.

Subgroups are most typically formed in an “unsupervised” way; i.e. based only
upon known patient baseline X-characteristics.

Knowledge of treatment choice (trtm = 0 or 1) is used in the last three supervised
approaches: classification trees, discrete choice models (such as logistic 
regression) and optimal matching.

However, knowledge of patient responses (y-outcomes) should almost never be 
used in forming subgroups, especially when “matching” patients.used in forming subgroups, especially when matching  patients.

A subgroup is said to be “uninformative about its local treatment difference” when it 
is PURE in the sense that it contains either only trtm = 0 patients or else only trtm = 
1 patients.
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50 years ago, nobody wanted to do the same sorts of calculations by hand more 
than just a very few times.

Today’s software, hardware, and giant health-care databases make it easy to 
consider using literally thousands of patient subgroups …especially when within-
subgroup effects are viewed as random (rather than fixed.)

Again, this parameter that helps define how “local” analyses really are needs to be 
varied over a range determined by sensitivity analysis.  
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Obviously, exact matches define the “upper limit” on Many (and Small) Clusters.  
When only a small proportion of patients can be exactly matched, “coarsening” 
becomes essential to avoid uninformative subgroups.

Algorithmically, exact matches are extremely easy to find in gigantic datasets.  
Conceptually, one essentially needs to sort the data on all X-variables so that exact 
matches will be adjacent to each other.  In fact, SAS proc FASTCLUS yields exact 
matches in about 5 minutes on the numerical example used here (8 X-variables on 
~250K patients) as long as the analyst requests 40K or more clusters!

NOTE:  Although basic concepts quite similar to the CEM approach were used in 
the analyses discussed here, the R-functions implemented in the CEM package 
were not actually used / needed.y
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To estimate an LTD, a subgroup clearly needs to be large enough (>2 patients) to 
be “informative” …rather than contain only treated or only control patients.

This estimation tactic may well be most reasonable when clusters are small, but 
measurement error in Y-outcomes can make estimates from small clusters rather 
imprecise …so there is a potential for trade-off here.

NOTE: It’s quite clear intuitively that this “difference in mean values” statistic is both 
unbiased and fully adjusted for confounders when patients are well matched 
within subgroups.

FURTHERMORE: this pair of means consist of individual observed outcomes
eighted in ersel proportional to the probabilit of the treatment act allweighted inversely proportional to the probability of the treatment actually 

received. For example, the so-called “doubly robust” approach reduces to this 
simple statistic within each cluster when the “model” is Nested ANOVA (treatment 
within cluster.)
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An estimated LTD Distribution contains only classical, sample information and is 
essentially non-parametric  …but can be interpreted much like a Bayesian posterior 
(or prior) distribution. 

It is essential to study the sensitivity of the estimated LTD distribution to variation 
in number of subgroups and to choice of method used to form them …say, 
unsupervised clustering of patients in X-space or supervised recursive partitioning 
to construct a classification “tree” that yields “leaf nodes” to predict propensity for 
the two alternative treatment choices.

Here, the true and estimated means (treatment main effects) are almost equal (True 
= $-650, Estimated =$-652) in spite of the fact that the simulated yearly expenses of 
each patient contained additive white noise with a standard deviation of $1,000.  p
However, the standard deviation of the full estimated LTD cost distribution was 
thereby increased from $1,447 for true LTDs to $1,667 for estimated LTDs. 
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When all patient X-characteristics are used ONLY to form subgroups, the 
resulting statistical model for treatment differences is essentially a “cell-
means” model: Nested ANOVA (treatment within cluster of well-matched 
patients.)

McClellan et al. (1994) and many economists have championed 
“instrumental variable” approaches.  The key assumption is that observed X-
covariates determine only treatment selection and do NOT influence 
outcome, Y, except through treatment choice. McClellan et al. (1994) 
proposed that cluster means be plotted vertically against a horizontal axis 
depicting within-cluster fraction treated (“observed” propensity score.)  This 
approach uses information only from the “Clusters” row of the ANOVA table, 
and yields the display shown in Slide 16 for the numerical example. 
McClellan et al (1994) contended that trends (up or down) in the displayedMcClellan et al. (1994) contended that trends (up or down) in the displayed 
values from left-to-right across this plot are interpretable when all X-variables 
used to form patient clusters are instrumental variables.

The Local Control approach described above uses information only from the 
“Treatment within Cluster” row of the ANOVA table and yields the display 
shown in Slide 17 Interpretation of trends in this type of display is NOT
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shown in Slide 17.  Interpretation of trends in this type of display is NOT 
based upon any un-testable assumptions.



Nested ANOVA Table for simulated data on Yearly Costs ~250K MDD 
patients.

The R-square for this Nested ANOVA model is 91.6%

The computed root Mean Square for Error is incredibly close here to its 
actual true value of $1 000 that was stated in the official Rules of ouractual, true value of $1,000 that was stated in the official Rules of our 
competition.
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This plot is certainly not easily interpretable!  It’s most straight-forward interpretation 
is almost surely that the 8 patient X-characteristics being used are NOT 
instrumental variables …instead of determining only treatment choice, they 
apparently also have direct effects on expected cost of treatment for MDD.
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The 39,788 – 4,750 = 35,038 non-missing LTD estimates depicted in the above 
graphic are rather good predictors of their unknown, true values (correlation 
+0.855.)  All of these estimates result from exact X-space matches of at least one 
trtm = 1 patient with at least one trtm = 0 patient.

Propensities can be predicted using a parametric model; here, a logistic regression 
fit with area under ROC curve = 0.606 could be used.  However,  the propensities 
used to make the above plot were simply observed as “fractions treated” within the 
subgroups of patients formed via exact X-space matching.

The observed propensities within these subgroups (matched sets) are binomial 
proportions and, thus, vary over a wider range than the true propensities, [0.25, 
0.75].  Because the matched sets tend to be rather small (at most 43 patients),  ] ( p )
observed Binomial proportions again tend to look like vertical “bars” in this graphic.

Due to the inverse relationship of Trtmfrac to true Propensity in our simulation, the 
spline fit (blue curve) above depicts a general tendency for observed LTDs to 
become more negative as observed propensity for trtm = 1 increases.
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With all additive white noise removed, the R-square for this Nested ANOVA
model becomes essentially 100%.

The LTD estimates from 35,038 informative clusters formed via exact X-
space matches are not exactly correct here.  Specifically, the original 40,000 
patients re-sampled included only 39,854 distinct X-vector patterns; 229 
patients with 83 of these patterns had different true cost values.
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There is less over-striking here than in Slide 16.  For large PS values, there are 
many fewer red costs (denoting trtm=0 patients), but they tend to be LARGER 
than the blue costs (denoting trtm=1 patients). 
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Compare this “true values” plot with the plot of corresponding estimates of Slide 17.

Here only 300 different values of PSlocal are possible and the range is only 0.25 to 
0.75.

There is much over-striking; red denotes trtm=0 while blue denotes trtm=1. 
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Different patients can and almost surely do respond differently to the same
treatment.

No single analysis of a complicated dataset is unquestionably best or truly 
objective (unbiased) from the diverse perspectives of all health care stake-holders.

I claim the first two points are quite obvious To continue ignoring these glaringI claim the first two points are quite obvious.  To continue ignoring these glaring 
problem areas in health care data analysis is unthinkable and irresponsible.

Some might argue that development of software to explore, graphically display, 
compare and validate LTD Distributions can wait until statistical research has 
shown that this approach produces estimates that are truly better (or at least 
different) from those pro ided b traditional approaches I sa that de elopment ofdifferent) from those provided by traditional approaches.  I say that development of 
such software is badly needed now to specifically nurture that very research.

At some future time, statistical methods using patient subgroup (local) analysis 
strategy and tactics may be considered the “gold standard” approach in health care 
research.  Until then, they can quite effectively augment or supplement traditional 

l i th danalysis methods.  
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The top reference is to a very interesting “Popular Press” article. 

The Forum for Collaborative HIV Research is sponsoring a workshop this fall that
will present material from their Book: Targeted Learning: Causal Inference for 
Observational and Experimental Data, van der Laan, Rose (2011), Springer: New 
York.  Copies of the PowerPoint presentations and computer lab material using 
functions from the R-packages tmle and SuperLearner will be provided.
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Stefano Iacus, Gary King, Giuseppe Porro, “Matching for Casual 
Inference Without Balance Checking: Coarsened Exact Matching,” 
http://gking.harvard.edu/files/abs/cem-abs.shtml
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p-Values should be considered unimportant …primarily because (1) they are 
computed relative to a “point” Null Hypothesis that can never be “accepted” as true,
and (2) they are essentially irrelevant for judging “effect size.”

New terminology is needed for even-handed testing of composite hypotheses, each 
of which can be “accepted” or “rejected.”  The DELTA above is the minimum effect 
size considered medically important.  Ordinary confidence intervals for either Local 
Treatment Differences or the Main Effect of Treatment are all that is needed to 
create these new kinds of (unadjusted) composite hypothesis tests. 
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3:  Describe available data vs. Attempt to answer questions about data not yet 
collected (& perhaps never will be.)

4:  Descriptive statistics too often are simple measures of central tendency.  Which 
patients are AVERAGE? 

5: Inferential Statistics should ask if effects are big enough to be medically5:  Inferential Statistics should ask if effects are big enough to be medically 
important …not simply “non-zero.”  Statistical tests where all hypotheses (the null 
and the alternatives) are “composite” (consisting of a range of values rather than a 
single point) do not yield p-values …because there are no unique, obvious places to 
compute the statistical size or power of the test.
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6:  As in point 4, these methods typically address whole populations rather than 
individual patients.  Much wider bands than those being reported apply to 
predictions for individual patients.

8:  Yancey’s Opinion: Only Randomized, Tightly Controlled and Prospective studies 
provide clear evidence of cause-effect relationships. 

9:  Again, statements about the direction of differences and p-values do NOT do 
this.  Credibility is increased by providing confidence intervals or prediction limits for 
individual patients.
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